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DESIGN, RAPID PROTOTYPING AND PRODUCTION 
 

A PROJECT TO BE PROUD OF: A mom on a mission, Multiplastics and Technibilt (North 

America’s largest shopping cart manufacturer), team up to design, prototype and take to market 
the world’s first shopping cart for special needs families. 
  
One in five families has a family member with a special need, and for these families, everyday activities such as going to the grocery 
store can be a painstaking experience. Juggling wheel chairs and shopping carts, narrow aisles and displays is a tough task. Caroline’s 
Cart is the answer to this challenge for special needs families and Multiplastics and Technibilt were there to make it happen. 
  
Caroline’s Cart is named after Miss Caroline Long, daughter of Drew Ann Long, the amazing mom on a mission to increase 
accessibility to grocery and retail establishments around the world.  Caroline’s Cart recently celebrated a grand product launch on a 
national stage with Caroline herself. Drew Ann Long and Technibilt have been inundated with 
requests for Caroline’s cart, as retailers are eager to increase accessibility and acknowledge the 
need for this cart. Caroline’s Cart was just awarded a Di Vinci Award for Accessibility and 
Universal Design and is recognized by Easter Seals. Requests for Caroline’s cart have been 
pouring in from across the US. 
 
 
 
 
A team effort of development, testing, and refining was put into this project. Multiplastics took on the ultimate challenge and 
defining characteristic of Caroline’s Cart: designing a beautiful and ergonomic seat to hold a special needs individual from 35-250lbs 
to be seamlessly fit in a beautiful Technibilt shopping cart.  Multiplastics “World Class Design Team,” as labeled by Technibilt 
themselves, launched into design mode and geared up for rapid prototyping. Testing an actual part, not a foam, nylon or urethane 
prototype was critical to the project, so Multiplastics delivered a working prototype in record time to keep the project on schedule. 
Once testing was complete and a 5 point harness was chosen, production kicked off to satisfy the growing number of 
retailers ordering a Caroline’s Cart or two for their facility. 
  
Michael Garry, a columnist for “Supermarket News,” offered a decisive endorsement of Caroline’s Cart in a January column: “Wh ile I 
don’t normally plug products —I will make an exception here,” Garry wrote of Caroline’s Cart. “Every store should offer at least 
one.” - Technibilt Press Release 
  
From design, rapid prototyping and production, Multiplastics is both humbled and proud to be a part of Caroline’s Cart and a 
partner of Technibilt. Caroline’s Cart has begun national distribution and is off to an exciting start.  You will undoubtedly start seeing 
Caroline’s Carts showing up in local stores so keep a look out! 
 

Be a part of it and visit: www.carolinescart.com, www.technibilt.com or find Caroline’s Cart on Facebook! 

 
              RECOGNITIONS BY:                                                CAROLINE’S CART RENDERING: 

                                                                              
Contact Multiplastics at 843-881-0323 with any questions or for heavy gauge thermoforming, returnable packaging and plastic 
fabrication.  By Email Sales@multiplastics.com 
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